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Abstract—The ease of obtaining information that is easy, fast,
and cheap from all over the world through the internet network
can encourage someone to take action plagiarism. Plagiarism is
an intellectual crime that often occurs in the writing world where
the perpetrators take the work of others without declaring the
original source; if it continues to be left it will have a negative
impact on the academic community and can be a chronic disease
in the progress of a nation. At this time, the process of plagiarism
detection is done manually and automatically using the help of
technological developments (plagiarism detection), but the
automatic checks available now mostly just check every letter
character contained in the document, cannot check where the
plagiarist takes a quote from a foreign language and changed in
plagiarist language. Detection of plagiarism in this study will use
a winnowing algorithm that has a function to check every
character in two samples by hashing method that can generate
fingerprint from two documents. While the dictionary method
English-Indonesia change the writing from English to Indonesian
language. This research will produce plagiarism detection using
winnowing algorithm with English-Indonesian dictionary
technique.

is heavy enough so that many students choose an instant path
by doing the act of plagiarism [1].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Plagiarism is an intellectual crime and an unlawful act in
which the offender attempts to take the work of another person
either whole, in part or in small part without permission or
without mentioning the original owner, so that the act of
plagiarism is the same as the act of stealing [1], [2]. The act of
plagiarism is not a new act but a practice that is often done (no
stranger) again in the country of Indonesia and throughout the
world that occurs in the academic world, the world of writing
and in our society [1].
Plagiarism action occurs one of them is the ease of
obtaining an information that can be accessed and taken any
time example from the internet, the internet is the
sophistication of technology that every year progressively rapid
development [3], [4]. As the discovery of zalnur from the
results of his research that there are two factors causing the
occurrence of plagiarism among students that is the
development of information technology is increasingly
sophisticated and the burden of assignment given to the student

The act of plagiarism can not be allowed to develop
especially in the world of education, this action can damage the
academic community and can result in the decline of a nation
because its critical mindset is not honed [2]. According to [2], a
nation will experience decline because someone is lazy to
think, no more development of science or new discoveries
produced from the children of the nation. Even the plagiarism
act indicates weak character education [1]. There needs to be
action that can minimize the action of plagiarism in order not
to become a habit of a nation. Even plagiarism is not only done
by copy-pasting and changing every word for word with the
same meaning, but some people do plagiarism by taking the
work of foreign writing and converting it into another language
(translated into plagiarist language) [3].
Prior research has implemented several algorithms that
function as document fingerprints to detect plagiarism such as
rabin-karp algorithm, winnowing algorithm, smith-waterman
algorithm and so on [5]-[8]. However, these algorithms can
only check every word in the document file and can not check
the action of plagiarism done by taking other people’s work in
foreign language written by another language. In this case
researchers will use the winnowing algorithm to detect
plagiarism and this study can only check plagiarism in the
category of translated plagiarism and plagiarism ideas in
English sentences translated into Indonesian. Winnowing
algorithm is an algorithm that has a function to check the
similarity of words using hashing techniques and will be
collated with dictionary English-Indonesia technique that
serves to translate the writings from english to Indonesia.
Through this research, it is hoped that the application of
plagiarism detection using winnowing algorithm with
dictionary-english-indonesia technique can minimize the action
of plagiarism especially in the category of translated plagiarism
and idea plagiarism which is done by taking or quoting the
writing in English which is translated into Indonesian.
II.

RESEARCH METHOD

In this research will be focused on the implementation of
winnowing algorithm with dictionary English-Indonesia
technique to detect the existence of an action of plagiarism.
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A. Categories of Plagiarism
The act of plagiarism is an act of stealing against the work
of others because it does not reveal its original source [3].
Some of the things that plagiarists do is to quote or steal other
people’s work by paraphrasing quotations so that their actions
are unknown.

Delete unnecessary words

forming n-grams

According to B. Gipp and N. Meuschke (2011) in his
research categorize the act of plagiarism based on the means
used, among them [3]:

the substring counter becomes a hash value



Copy & paste plagiarism, copying entirely without any
changes



Disguised plagiarism, covering the copied parts, such as
shake & paste, expansive plagiarism, contractive
plagiarism, and mosaic plagiarism.

Window



Technical disguise, summarizing quotations to be
subject to automatic detection by replacing letters with
foreign letters.

Fingerprint



Undue paraphrasing, Paraphrasing quotations or alien
thinking into the plagiarist language and hiding the
original owner



Translated plagiarism, translating quotations from one
language to another.



Idea plagiarism, using foreign ideas without declaring
the source.

B. Winnowing Algorithm
Winnowing algorithm is an algorithm that has function as
document fingerprint which is used to check the similarity of
words in two documents by utilizing fingerprint concept with
hashing technique [7], [9].
The winnowing algorithm is the exclusion of the rabin-karp
algorithm by adding a window concept. Every word in the
document will first be foxed in the hash form using the hash
rolling formula by changing the characters in the document
into ASCII code [10].
Here is the rolling hash formula that will be shown in (1)
and (2).
H (C1..Cl)= C1 .b (l-1) + C2 . b (l-2)+ ... + C(l-1) . b + Cl
H(c2….cl+1) =(H(c1….cl)– c1 * b(l-1)) * b + c(l-1)

(1)
(2)

Fig. 1. The concept of Winnowing Algorithm.

The concept of the winnowing algorithm in Fig. 3 removes
irrelevant characters, forming n-grams of length n, computing
hash values, forming window values, and selecting hash values
as document fingerfrint [6].
C. Dictionary English-Indonesia
Dictionary English-Indonesia is a dictionary to translate
from English to Indonesian. This dictionary will be used to
detect the action of plagiarism. The act of plagiarism in the
writing world can not be separated from the use of foreign
sentences that are translated into other languages by the actors
of plagiarism to avoid the automatic detection tool.
This act of plagiarism includes the categories of Translated
plagiarism and the idea of plagiarism. This category of
plagiarism is very difficult to detect by means of plagiarism
detection tool whose function is to check word equality on two
documents by using fingerprint concept if not combined with
Dictionary English-Indonesia. If in two documents there is an
English vocabulary then the system will do the translation
process into Indonesian before doing the process of checking
the similarity in both documents. Dictionary English-Indonesia
is highly dependent on databases containing English and
Bahasa Indonesia vocabulary.

Where:
H (C1..Cl)
Cl
l
b

= hash value
= ASCII value of Character to -1 on string
= string length
= hash base value

The winnowing algorithm uses a certain window size and
each window has a fingerprint that will be used to check the
similarity of words on two documents or samples. The
fingerprint to be selected is the smallest fingerprint, if there are
two fingerprints in one window then select the rightmost
fingerprint [9]-[11]. Fig. 1 is a concept of winnowing
algorithm.

III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

This section will discuss some of the supporting systems
for making plagiarism detection using the dictionary EnglishIndonesia technique. The system will be designed as follows:
A. System Design Dictionary English-Indonesia
Dictionary English-Indonesia is an important thing to check
an act of plagiarism that takes a foreign scientific work in
English and changed into the Indonesia language.
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Content database
Dictionary EnglishIndonesia

Change the
string to the main
word

Input document

Yes

Is the
document
contents
available in the
database?

Scan the contents of
Dictionary EnglishIndonesia database with
document contents

Fig. 3. Flow of Winnowing Algorithm with dictionary English-Indonesian
technique for detection of plagiarism.

B. Designing Winnowing Algorithm System with Dictionary
English-Indonesia Technique
In this research stages of winnowing algorithm with
dictionary Englis-Indonesia technique. stages can be seen in
Fig. 3.

No

End of
Document

No

End

Yes

Fig. 2. Process dictionary English-Indonesia.

Based on the flowchart designated in Fig. 2 is a process of
dictionary English-Indonesia, the outline is the process by
which all the contents of the document will be scanned and will
be matched with the existing word in the dictionary EnglishIndonesia database will then be modified based on the word
available on the dictionary database English-Indonesia, if a
string of text that match has an English word, the system will
convert the text string into Indonesian language already
available in the dictionary English-Indonesia database and the
word will be included in the Winnowing process and will be
reconciled. If a scanned and matched text string does not have
an English word, then the process from dictionary EnglishIndonesia will not be performed. This stage will continue to
repeat until the entire process of scan and string matching is
complete.
Document I : saya makan apple
Document II : saya makan apel
With the dictionary English-Indonesia then the document
has an English word will be changed into the Indonesia
language based on dictionary English-Indonesia database.
Document I : saya makan apel
Document II : saya makan apel
After the process is complete then the sentence will go
directly to the winnowing algorithm stage to checked again.

Fig. 3 is a system flow for creating a tool for detecting
plagiarism using a winnowing algorithm that serves to process
two documents by adding the English-Bahasa Indonesia
dictionary technique so that it can examine plagiarism in the
category of translated plagiarism and plagiarism of ideas. At
the beginning of the user interface must first enter the
document to compare and include the document in comparison,
then the user also need to specify and then enter the value of ngram and w-gram (window) to be used as Fingerprint Search of
both documents.
The process of generating fingerprints from two documents
from the use of the winnowing algorithm with the EnglishIndonesian dictionary technique for detecting plagiarism
shown in Fig. 3 is as follows:
1) Process dictionary English-Indonesia: The system will
first perform the scanner process of the contents of two
documents with the contents of the dictionary EnglishIndonesi database. If the user-input document has an English
word available in the dictionary English-Indonesia database it
will be scanned and will be converted into Indonesian, but if it
does not have the English word available on the database it
will proceed directly to the winnowing process.
2) Preprocessing: Removes irrelevant characters on a
document [12].
a) Case Foling: The process of converting capital letters
to lowercase in a document (a-z) [12].
b) Tokenizing: Removes unnecessary characters such as
spaces [12].
3) N-gram: Serves to retrieve a token circuit or tangible
character pieces along the length of n of a continuously
inserted document (continuity) to shift according to the given
offsite or end of a word or document [12], [13].
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IV.

RESULT

A. Implementation
Here is the implementation of winnowing algorithm with
dictionary English-Indonesia technique to detect plagiarism.

Fig. 4. N-gram program.

Fig. 4 is a PHP program from N-gram, the process will take
a series of characters along the n-gram value specified by the
user
4) Rolling hash is a hashing method that is used to find
the hash values of the grams that have been formed and gives
the ability to calculate values without repeating the entire
string [14]. The hash value is a numerical value formed from
the ASCII code [15]. Rolling hash formula can be seen in (1)
and (2) above.
5) Window is the main process of winnowing algorithm
that serves to categorize hash values that have been formed to
produce fingerprint [14].
6) Fingerprint selects the smallest hash value of any given
group in the window stage, if there are two or more smallest
hash values then select the smallest right hash value.
7) Similarity: measures the similarity in two documents or
samples [16]. Similarity to be used is Jaccard Coefficient is
usually used to compare documents and calculate the
similarity of two objects or documents [15], [17], [18]. Jaccard
Coefficient can be seen in (3) [18].
(3)
where:
X
= Document 1
Y
= Document 2
The size of a person performing a plagiarism act will be
determined by similarity percentage level [5], [6]:


0% said the document has nothing in common.



<15% say documents show plagiarism of small size /
have little in common.



15-50% said the document is classified as moderate
plagiarism.



50% mention the document including plagiarism with a
large size.



100% stated that the document as a whole has
something in common.

Fig. 5. Input Kalimat 1, Kalimat 2, n-gram and window.

Fig. 6. Result dictionary English-Indonesia.

Fig. 5 is the first interface and the user must input the
document you want to compare and must input the document
that will be the comparison. The determination of n-gram and
window values determines the value of similarity.
Fig. 6 shows the process of scanning on documents that
have English, the document input process in the second
sentence shown in Fig. 5 contains the sentence “i eat apple”
and after going through the Dictionary English-Indonesia
process “saya makan apel”.
Table I is an irrelevant character removal process of a
document or text, whereby spaces are removed and convert
capital letters into lowercase.
In Table II above can be seen that the value of n-grams 1
and 2 have similarities, so that hash values 1 and 2 also have
the same overall value after doing dictionary English-Indonesia
process.
TABLE I.

CASE FOLDING AND TOKENIZING

Kalimat 1

sayamakanapel

Kalimat 2

sayamakanapel
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TABLE II.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

N-gram 1
say
aya
yam
ama
mak
aka
kan
ana
nap
ape
pel

RESULT N-GRAM AND HASH
N-gram 2
say
aya
yam
ama
mak
aka
kan
ana
nap
ape
pel

TABLE III.

Hash 1
775
727
787
703
737
699
732
705
746
713
758

Hash 2
775
727
787
703
737
699
732
705
746
713
758

RESULT WINDOW
Fig. 7. Similarity.

Window 1

Window 2

775 727 787

775 727 787

727 787 703

727 787 703

787 703 737

787 703 737

703 737 699

703 737 699

737 699 732

737 699 732

699 732 705

699 732 705

732 705 746

732 705 746

Health is important

705 746 713

705 746 713

746 713 758

746 713 758

Perempuan itu sangat
cantik dan cerdas

TABLE IV.

TABLE V.

No

727 703 703 699 699 699 705 705 713

Fingerprint 2

727 703 703 699 699 699 705 705 713

Ngram

Wgram

3

Similarity %
With
DEI

Without
DEI

3

100%

0%

3

3

66,67%

8%

3

3

49,41%

33,68%

3

3

100%

82,19%

3

3

93,48%

59,65%

Kesehatan itu penting
1

2

FINGERPRINT

Fingerprint 1

Input document

TEST RESULT OF PARAMETER

Table III is the result of grouping the hash value of a
number of w-gram values, from the window process generating
fingerprints on each document or sentence by selecting the
smallest hash value.
Table IV shows the kalimat 1 and 2 have each fingerprint 9
and have the same value, from this process already visible, the
data is a word that has the same meaning after the dictionary
English-Indonesia process is done. to prove what percentage of
similarity documents can be seen in Fig. 7.

3

4

The results from Fig. 7 show that both documents have a
100% similarity after performing the dictionary EnglishIndonesia process.
B. Trials
The test results of winnowing algorithm with dictionary
English-Indonesia technique to detect plagiarism with
plagiarism detection test using winnowing algorithm without
dictionary English-Indonesia technique with n-gram and wgram 3 values will be displayed in Table V.

5

Dokter itu very
beutiful and smart
Plagirsm merupakan
salah satu problem
dalam dunia
academic
Plagiarisme
merupakan salah satu
permasalahan dalam
dunia akademik dan
permasalahan bagi
bangsa
Algoritma
winnowing berfungsi
sebagai document
fingerprint dengan
teknik hashing
Algoritma
winnowing berfungsi
sebagai dokumen
sidik jari dengan
teknik hashing
Dua dokumen
tersebut memiliki
nilai kesamaan yang
sama
Dua dokumen
tersebut memiliki
nilai similarity yang
berbeda
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The above Table V is the result of the parametric trials of
the winnowing algorithm with the dictionary English-Indonesia
technique and the winnowing algorithm without dictionary
English-Indonesia. Can be seen from Table V the influence of
winnowing algorithm with dictionary English-Indonesia
technique can give high similarity value (high accuracy) than
not using Dictionary English-Indonesia technique. In Table V
the number 1 data entered in sentences 1 and 2 are different
data but have the same meaning. In sentence 1 data entered
with the Indonesian language, while in sentence 2 data entered
with English. With dictionary English-Indonesia technique
then the system will change every word in English into Bahasa
Indonesia, after that new system will do re-checking by using
winnowing algorithm so that in Table V number 1 yields 100%
similarity value. Whereas if detected using only winnowing
algorithm alone without dictionary English-Indonesia
technique, the system will only check every document in
inputkan by user without any change, so that in Table V
number 1 yields the value of similarity 0% because the
document entered user in sentence 1 and 2 has a very different
character though it has the same meaning.

Fig. 8 shows the similarity percentage results of the
experiments performed in Table V. It can be seen from the
Fig. 8 similarity values generated using the dictionary EnglishIndonesia technique has a high accuracy compared to similarty
value without using dictionary English-Indonesia. This is
because the algorithm that serves as a document fingerprint can
only check every character contained in the contents of the
document entered, while the action of plagiarism is not just
copy paste, but many categories in the act of plagiarism. one of
which is to avoid the plagiarism detection tool usually the
perpetrator hides the copied part, summarizes the copied part,
paraphrases the part copied by plagiarist style and translates the
part copied from the foreign work into the plagiarist language.

Similarity Percentage
Result

From the above research can be understood that the
algorithm winnowing with dictionary English-Indonesian
technique in plagiarism detection tool is very important to
prevent the action of plagiarism in the category of translated
plagiarism and idea plagiarism. Plagiarism detection
algorithms such as winnowing, rabin-karp algorithm and so on
only have a function for pattern matching according to
documents or samples that have been inputkn users. The
system is unable to check sentences, quotations, or paragraphs
that have been paraphrased, hidden, and transransced by actors
of plagiarism. Winnowing algorithm with dictionary EnglishIndonesia technique to detect plagiarism very well is used to
minimize the action of plagiarism in the category of translated
plagiarism and idea plagiarism, the dictionary EnglishIndonesia technique also increases the value of similarity
between documents.

Without Dictionary English-Indonesia
With Dictionary English-Indonesia
59.65%

5

93.48%
82.19%
100%

4
33.68%
49.41%

3
2
1

8%
66.67%

In Fig. 9, it can be seen that the use of dictionary EnglishIndonesian technique has a very big influence on the accuracy
of the position of the sentence. Can be seen from Fig. 9, there
is a difference of accuracy obtained up to 45.21%. This proves
that winnowing algorithm with dictionary English-Indonesia
technique is very useful in the accuracy of sentence position.
V.

It is expected that the results of this study can be continued
as a follow-up study by researchers themselves and by other
researchers. For example, plagiarism detection tool using
winnowing algorithm with dictionary Indonesia-English, ArabEnglish, Mandarin-English and others, to detect plagiarism in
category of translated plagiarism and idea plagiarism. In
addition, the development of a plagiarism detection tool using
the winnowing algorithm can be further developed using the
Rabin-karp algorithm, the smith-waterman algorithm, and/or
the combination of some of these algorithms.

0%
100%
Fig. 8. Similarity percentage result.

Average Similarity
Without Dictionary English-Indonesia
With Dictionary English-Indonesia

[1]

[2]

36.70%
81.91%

[3]

[4]
Fig. 9. Average similarity.

CONCLUSION
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